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Friendship in Hamlet
Robert C. Evans
In 1958, Harry Levin reported that in the previous sixty years a new item of Hamlet commentary had been issued every twelve days.1 By now the rate must be something closer to a new item every twelve hours or minutes. My chief justification for adding one more straw to the camel's back rests on the surprising fact that friendship -a crucial concern of classical and Renaissance thinkers -has not received much explicit or systematic attention as an important and pervasive theme in Shakespeare's great tragedy. Inevitably the topic is raised -usually in passing -in discussions of Horatio and of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, but it has not received much sustained exploration.2 My immediate purpose is merely to show that the theme of friendship does run throughout the entire play -that it appears even where it might seem present only slightly. While trying to establish its general importance, I also hope to focus on a few scenes and characters in some detail, as well as to discuss in broader terms how Shakespeare's concerns with friendship help enrich his tragedy.3
Hamlet seems at least in part a play that is very much about friendship: a play about finding, making, losing, and keeping friends. It explores, from numerous perspectives, one of the most significant and inherently complex of human relationships -a relationship particularly fascinating to Renaissance thinkers, for many of whom friendship (in the words of Clifford Davidson) "is not only a radiant ideal but is also an expression of a most necessary kind of good will that makes society cohesive. Further evidence of friendship between Barnardo and Francisco comes in the latter's response to the suggestion that he head to bed (1.1.8-9 ). Francisco's immediate willingness (once he knows he is speaking to a friend) to share not only his physical but especially his deepest emotional feelings seems significant in a play whose central character finds it so difficult to share true feelings openly, except in soliloquy. Francisco is lonely, cold, and sick at heart, but he at least has a comrade to whom he can confess these thoughts. Hamlet, at first, has no one with whom he can openly speak except the crowd of strangers who sit or stand off-stage.
As Francisco leaves, Barnardo bids him a solicitous "good night" (1.1.12) and asks him to urge his "rivals" to "make haste" (1.1.13-14) . Here, with nice irony, the word "rivals" means not "foes" but "partners" -just one of many subtle touches of paradox in an immensely paradoxical play. Having briefly provided friendly relief to Francisco, Barnardo now seeks such comfort himself: throughout the play, the literally or metaphorically alone is characters will eventually find them Hearing Horatio and Marcellus a repeats Barnardo's earlier demand hardly seems an accident that Ho "Friends to this ground" (1.1.16) . H the play's best examples of friends literally reflects his essential charac uses the word "friends" more in a thereby helping to remind us how have evolved since the Renaissance fers to an inherently personal re however, it often carried associati giance. If a person was politically i often his allies or followers, his d loyal citizens. Horatio, however, is more ways than one. Throughout what is best for Hamlet as a perso best for Denmark. His opening word appropriate that at the very end of nated spokesman not only for Hamle ish nation.
Marcellus echoes and endorses his friend's explanation by announcing that he and Horatio are "liegemen to the Dane" (1.1.16) , although it seems subtly fitting that he (not Horatio) is the first to mention Claudius, the great rival of Horatio's future friend, the prince. It seems appropriate, too, that Marcellus uses a word ("liegemen") whose connotations are subtly formal and legalistic rather than intensely personal, for by the end of the play Claudius, although surrounded by friends in a superficial, political sense, will finally be abandoned by them all. Both Hamlet and Claudius lose friends during the course of the play, but in the final analysis Claudius is by far the more lonely and isolated figure.
The mutual solicitude all four men show in this opening scene helps establish an air of comradeship and community that not only helps counteract the very opening emphasis on isolation and fear but that also helps prepare, by contrast, for our later sense of Hamlet's isolation at court. Yet the small community no sooner forms than it begins to disintegrate: Francisco is eager to be gone, and his first words to Horatio and Marcellus (1117) are at once a greeting and farewell. Even as he leaves he is bid adieu with conspicuously fr phasis here on what s the tone of friendshi nardo also seems alre "Horatio" (1.1.20-21) atmosphere by makin Barnardo -"is Horati thereby telegraphing humor, his tendency n seriously, and also hi without focusing exc these qualities would (a not only to these men thusiastic greeting of merely formal courte friends have now arrived.
Horatio's first reference to the ghost as "this thing" (1.1.24) can be read in several complementary ways, all relevant to the friendship theme. The word "thing" already implies, perhaps, some slightly haughty skepticism, some gentle teasing and chiding. Horatio may already know Marcellus and Barnardo, but he is clearly not so close a friend that he is willing to take their mere testimony as absolute proof of the ghost's existence. His skepticism implies his mental distance, but his slightly mocking tone also suggests, paradoxically, that he feels comfortable enough to tease them. His question, then, establishes him as an outsider to their present bond, but also as someone capable of bonding. By calling the ghost a "thing," moreover, he suggests (unintentionally, perhaps) that it is the ultimate outsider, the ultimate "other": non-human, alien, and incapable (almost by definition) of normal friendship.
For the moment, then, Horatio stands apart from Marcellus and Barnardo. Like many friendships, theirs is rooted in a shared experience -one Horatio knows only by report. Perhaps there is wounded rebuke in Marcellus' s comment that "Horatio says 'tis but our fantasy J And will not let belief take hold of him,/ Touching this dreaded sight twice seen of us" (1.1.26-28) . It is as if Horatio even doubted their rationality, perversely rejecting their testimony even though they have twice witnessed the ghost together. Thus the ghost plays even here the double role it fulfills throughout the play: it simultaneously unites and divides. It binds Marcellus and Barnardo but separates them from Horatio, just as it will later bond Horatio and Hamlet while separating them from the court at large. As so often happens in life, Horatio (like Hamlet later) must wait for an answer. The ghost stalks off. Marcellus thinks it "offended" (1.1.53) -a remark which may reflect either the ghost's sensitivity, Horatio's lack thereof, or both. Horatio responds with words perhaps motivated by fear, courage, desperation, wounded pride, apologetic humility, or all these feelings at once: "Speak, speak, speak, I charge thee speak!" (1.1.54). As elsewhere, such phrasing can be interpreted as a command and/or a plea. Al- Horatio is now part of the fellowship of Barnardo and Marcellus because he has now shared the strange experience which earlier bound the other men together. In a sense, his experience is also ours, and, just as he now feels tied to the two guards in a way he didn't earlier, so do we. Here as so often, Horatio functions (in Bert States' clever phrase)7 as "our man at Elsinore" -as a surrogate member of the audience, whose reactions guide and mirror our own. We trust him almost as much as Hamlet does, and so do many others. Barnardo, for instance, no sooner chides Horatio than he earnestly seeks the latter' s honest opinion (1.1.58) , and Horatio, like a true friend, answers without equivocation, in effect confessing his earlier error as he moves from real skepticism to total belief (1.1.59-67 
II
Our own first glimpse of the prince occurs at the court of Claudius, who clearly holds center stage. Having just witnessed an old king who seemed silent, lonely, isolated, offended, frightening, and perhaps even frightened, we now see a new king who seems confident, voluble, friendly, and surrounded by personal and political friends. Here is the consummate politician, the man skilled at compliments, thanks, and hearty farewells (1.2.15-16, 41) , an imposing glad-hander who knows all the social graces. But here, too, is Hamlet -standing aside, dressed in black, and immediately speaking the sardonic, biting, ambiguous language one never uses with truly friendly intent (1.2.65, 66, 74) . Hamlet speaks like a person who feels threatened but who cannot lash out; his ambiguity both concedes He speaks a private language, its himself -a dialect at odds with th of the play's first scene. That scen man alone and frightened in th scene shows Hamlet isolated in presumably surrounded by muc words may be an aside (1.2.65) -distance from the court while i
This aside (if that is what it is) th quies, in which he will seem to s bind himself ever more tightly in audience, winning our concern by It is Hamlet's mother who first "friend" here by urging Hamlet to And let thine eye look like a fr Here as so often, Shakespeare sq a few words, particularly (in th differ if Gertrude had asked Ham all she is asking, instead, is that that, of course, is not the limit of had asked Hamlet to "be" Claudiu ing that she knows he now isn 't s him to look on Claudius "like" a that he merely needs to show m expects he inwardly and natural to still other interpretations, sinc Denmark" she can be taken to your friend -realize that he is "Denmark" is taken to refer not whole country, her words can b that Hamlet should treat his natio ing his self-absorption) or that h his countrymen feel for him, or b Ironically, all these possible mean let's bitter isolation. He feels nei nor genuinely befriended by him; great affection toward (or from eagerly embraced the new king. pecially coming^row Gertrude) o ation. This feeling, in turn, is in he cannot even fully express, at le his emotions (1.2.76-86 It is Hamlet, in fact, who first calls Horatio his "good friend" (1.2.163), but the words here imply just about everything except their usual meaning. Horatio is not, at this stage, Hamlet's "good friend": he seems at most an acquaintance. Yet Hamlet's willingness to call Horatio his "good friend" reflects well on the prince: in one deft phrase he cuts through layers of rank, reaching out to the humble inferior who has just called himself Hamlet's "poor servant" (1.2.162) and thereby showing genuine concern for the other's feelings. If the preceding soliloquy showed Hamlet depressed and self-absorbed, his conduct here seems graciously thoughtful. His gesture of friendship to Horatio -though perhaps at this point merely a gesture -shows him capable of a warmth, kindness, and fellowship hitherto lacking in our sense of him. Immediately after expressing his own deep pain in his bitter soliloquy, he can nonetheless reach out to others, putting them at ease when he himself is in turmoil. His words, moreover, may also suggest his own deep need at this pointer friendship; perhaps he can reach out so magnanimously to Horatio because he now feels so totally isolated.
It is also possible, however, that Hamlet is so gracious to Horatio precisely because he knows that Horatio is both his social inferior and a relative stranger. Horatio, in short, poses no present or even potential threat; he can be welcomed as a friend because he is not a possible enemy. His distance from Claudius's court, in fact, probably makes him attractive to the prince. All in all, then, when Hamlet offers to exchange the "name" of "good friend" with Horatio (1.2.163), we cannot be sure whether the prince is motivated by mere courtesy or by potentially deeper feelings. Here as so often elsewhere in the play (and in our own social relations), we are left with p ambiguous clues and unclear signal read correctly, even when no single possible.
The friendship theme is sounded explicitly again when Hamlet says he would be unwilling to hear even Horatio's "enemy" accuse him of a "truant disposition" (1.2.169-70). Both Horatio's humility and Hamlet's solicitous compliment show their potential as friends to themselves and others, while Horatio's brief and tactful comment about Gertrude's quick remarriage (1. 2.179) shows at once his intelligence, discretion, moderation, and reasonableness -all qualities valuable in a good friend. phasized not only by their discomfort but by the noise made by Claudius and his abundant friends of pleasure, whose revels trouble Hamlet far more than the cold. Such carryings-on, he feels, will not win respect for Denmark but will damage the nation's reputation, just as an individual may fail to win friends because of a single private (but publicly known) defect. As Hamlet explains this point, however, the ghost appears, although it seems not to trust the friendly intentions of Hamlet's companions enough to share its secrets with them. It seeks, through "courteous action," a private conference (1.4.60) , and although the attempt by Hamlet's friends to restrain him might ordinarily seem highly unfriendly and disrespectful, in this case their willingness to risk such мл courteous action signals deep affection. Horatio's words "You shall not go, my lord" (1.4.80) can seem both a command and plea, while Hamlet's reply (1.4.84) can seem the same.
His words are polite but forceful, while his willingness to threaten them shows not genuine enmity but rather his desperation to satisfy both his curiosity and the demands of a relation even more important than friendship. By the same token, their decision to disregard his explicit order (1.4.88) shows no lack of respect but the depth of their affection.
The friendship theme appears again when Hamlet finally confers with the ghost, who reveals how he was poisoned with a potion holding "an enmity with blood of man" (1.5.65 Here again Hamlet is paradoxically more powerful than, but actually quite vulnerable to, his new friends. Both his real need and his probably genuine affection help explain why he humbles himself by making "one poor request" of them (1.5.148 ), but the fact that he swears them to secrecy also shows a lack of trust. He wants their public commitment to himself, each other, God, and even the ghost, knowing that to break such a public vow would reveal their unfitness for friendship, one of the chief private virtues. His use of his sword to confirm the vow is nicely ambiguous, for although it resembles a cross (thus symbolizing the religious dimensions of their oath), it is a sword, thus symbolizing an implicitly violent punishment if the oath is broken. The sword, often an emblem and instrument of hatred, here betokens one of the deepest possible bonds: violating this oath would make one an enemy not only to Hamlet but to God.
Ironically, although Hamlet himself plans to be (and already is) ambiguous in his own language, he makes his friends swear to avoid ambiguous hinting at court about what they already know (1.5.181-88) . In short, he paradoxically urges them to be deceptive by acting and speaking as if they had nothing to hide. After they have sworn to all his conditions, he again tenders them his "love," but he immediately follows this emotional gesture with the promise of perhaps more practical rewards (1.5.191-94) . Once more his complex position as a friend is implied: he is, after all, not "poor" or powerless, and so can handsomely reward these friends if they do remain loyal. If, however, one of them violates their vows and tells Claudius about the ghost and about Hamlet's plans, then the prince would indeed suddenly be far more vulnerable (or "poor"). Because of his relative isolation, Hamlet desperately wants friends, but now he also desperately needs them -facts which give added resonance to such words as "Let us go in together.! And still your fingers on your lips, I
pray" (1.5.194-95) . Hamlet needs the friend if he hopes to keep his secret, to convince them of his own sincerely word "pray" may be simultaneously rior's magnanimous request, and a Similarly complicated are the famo joint. О cursed spite,/ That ever / wa come, let's go together" (1.5.196-9 juxtaposes Hamlet's desire for comp social, and metaphysical isolation. need for friends and his realization senses, utterly alone.
IV
The friendship theme seems especially prominent in act 2. It is emphasized, for instance, when Polonius talks with Reynaldo about Laertes's Parisian friends (2.1.6-15). He instructs Reynaldo to portray Laertes as attracted by frivolous pleasures, hoping thereby to detect whether Laertes is indeed associating with the wrong people. Concerns with friendship become even more prominent, though, when we meet Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, two of Hamlet's oldest and dearest chums (2.2.10-18). Just as Polonius seeks to monitor his son by deceiving his son's companions, so Claudius seeks information about his nephew by employing friends of Hamlet's youth. Yet whereas Polonius is motivated by genuine concern for his son, Claudius's motives are far less benign. Incapable of genuine friendship, Claudius instead constantly seeks "to use" others as instruments (2.2.3). He urges Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to "draw [Hamlet] on to pleasures" and thus solicit information (2.2.15), but such phrasing already (ironically) suggests the standard Renaissance distinction between true friends (joined by a love of good) and temporary friends (united by an ephemeral love of pleasure). Gertrude, meanwhile, speaks with similarly unintended irony when she says she is "sure" that "two men there is not living/ To whom [Hamlet] more adheres" (2.2. [20] [21] . She cannot know, of course, that by this point his main allegiance is not to these friends of his youth but to an elderly dead man -the ghost.
Although Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are often criticized as ambitious, time-serving lackeys incapable of true friendship, such a reading seems too simplistic. Shakespeare, after all, makes even his obvious villain -Claudius -exhibit some real moral complexity (par and his depiction of R far more subtle and sy their tendency to spea 34) can be read not as bond and mutual com willingly share the spot might be expected if a they seem genuinely f true friends. One minor is that their ancient fri Rosencrantz and Guild do and Francisco in 1.1 and Marcellus in 1.4, or Voltemand and Cornelius in 2.2, or Claudius and Gertrude throughout) whose very pairing helps emphasize Hamlet's isolation. They would need to be scheming hypocrites indeed if Guildenstern' s closing words to Claudius are self-consciously ironic: "Heavens make our presence and our practices/ Pleasant and helpful to [Hamlet]" (2.2.38-39). Such words (like Rosencrantz' s later comment to Polonius, "God save you, sir" [2.2.221]) suggest instead the relative sincerity of this pair in a play in which sincerity, ironically, is a trait Hamlet especially prizes. Of course, the fact that their motives have been so much disputed illustrates a central problem the play raises and confronts: the problem of ever being able to interpret another's intentions and behavior precisely, even when (or perhaps especially when) that person seems to be a friend. Hamlet himself never quite seems sure of his old friends' true intents, although he eventually chooses -wrongly, it would seem -to treat them as enemies (or at least as dispensably inconvenient). Paradoxically, one of the most unsettling aspects of Hamlet's own character is his easy dispatch of his two old friends and especially the relish with which he regards their eternal suffering (5.2.47). It is precisely his former friendship that makes his final hatred so intense -but to say this, of course, is to jump too far ahead.
Hamlet's first encounter with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is one of the longest and most interesting scenes in the entire play, especially in its bearing on the friendship theme.11 Already Shakespeare begins to distinguish subtly between them:
Rosencrantz seems closer to Hamlet, a distinction implied by the pair's first words. Guildenstern calls Hamlet his "honoured lord," whereas Rosencrantz terms the prince his "most dear lord" 237-38) helps remind us that honesty is especially prized in a friend, but the reference also seems ironic since ¿//¿honesty is precisely what Hamlet will come to suspect in (and even display toward) his old friends. Meanwhile, Hamlet's description of Denmark as a "prison" (2.2.241) helps stress his isolation, since a prison deprives one (almost by definition) not only of freedom but of true friends. Once again Hamlet's alienation is emphasized by the closeness of the pair he addresses: their intimacy is implied even in Rosencrantz' s simple disagreement with an opinion Hamlet has just expressed: "We think not so, my lord" (2.2.248). Rosencrantz can confidently assume that he knows his companion's mind; Hamlet can rarely feel confident enough to assume this about anyone (except, perhaps, Horatio).
Hamlet's growing separation from his erstwhile friends is subtly emphasized by his pronouns when he responds to the comment just cited: "Why, then 'tis none to you; for there is nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so. To me [Denmark] is a prison" (2.2.249-51). Rosencrantz's rejoinder -"Why, then your ambition makes it one; 'tis too narrow for your mind," 2.2.252]) -tries playfully to echo Hamlet's syntax and phrasing, but it introduces the topic of ambition in a way that inevitably seems ironic. Ambition, after all, is the flaw Hamlet later suspects in them. If his suspicion is wrong, then it seems doubly ironic that Rosencrantz should here falsely (if jokingly) Hamlet's elaborate self-depreciation is immediately followed by blunt, plain words that may simultaneously express a hostile challenge, impatient contempt, and a genuinely heartfelt, even pained plea to old, beloved comrades: "Were you not sent for? Is it your own inclining? Is it a free visitation? Come, come, deal justly with me. Come, come. Nay, speak" (2.2.274-76). Critics who see Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as practiced, hypocritical courtiers pay insufficient attention to Hamlet's own immediately ensuing admission that "there is a kind of confession in your looks, which your modesties have not craft enough to colour" (2.2.279-80). He seems to concede that they are too innately honest to lie effectively to a friend. The visitors seem richer, truer characters (and less like cardboard stereotypes) if we see them as true but cornered friends: do they continue to lie (thus seeking to help Hamlet) but thereby destroy their friendship with him, or do they confess and thus jeopardize assisting him (while also betraying their obligations to the king and queen)? They are trapped between duty and friendship, and, to complicate matters even more, their own self-interests are inevitably involved. If they alienate the prince, they lose not only a friend but a powerful ally; if they disappoint the king and queen, they not only fail in a serious obligation but also risk angering the royal couple. As always, Shakespeare makes things difficult -or rather, he imitates the complexities of real human dilemmas. It is precisely this refusal to simplify that makes his plays -and his treatment of the friendship theme -so rich.
In a moment that echoes Horatio and Marcellus's earlier being forced to swear secrecy on Hamlet's sword, the prince now forces Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to swear openness by "conjur [ing] Significantly, when Rosencrantz tells Hamlet of the players' approach, he says that they travel partly because they have been abandoned by city audiences. Once again unstable friendship is implied, especially since the players have been rejected for a competing children's group. Hamlet explicitly likens the disloyal audiences to the fickle courtiers who once mocked but now flatter Claudius. All this behavior, of course, is relevant to the friendship theme -a theme also reiterated when the prince finally welcomes Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, even offering them his hands (2.2.366-71). The trio's old friendship seems momentarily restored, as does Hamlet's mood, but even this moment is ambiguous. Some critics see Hamlet's gesture here as just that: a gesture, not a real reconciliation, and his famously puzzling comment that he can distinguish "a hawk from a handsaw" (2.2.375) can be read as warning, threat, friendly advice, or all three at once. His friendship with his old chums is, like so much else in the play, continually open to interpretation. Ironically, however, Hamlet and his two old friends (now positioned at each ear) do seem united by contempt for Polonius. Rosencrantz even joins Hamlet in mocking the old man (2.2.376 -81) -neatly illustrating the aggression latent in friendship, the way friends can bond course, is that Hamlet eventually kill both t ance will not last.
Toward the players, however, Hamlet seems immediately and unfailingly friendly -though even this moment is complex, since he had earlier said he planned to greet them with a zeal therefore partly planned (2.2.368-71). Yet there seems real warmth in his words "Welcome, good friends" and "O, old friend" (2.2. and in his playful demeanor. His warmth seems particularly striking after his coldness toward Polonius (and, before that, toward Rosencrantz and Guildenstern) . Indeed, perhaps these encounters with possibly false friends help make his feeling for the players so enthusiastic. Although the actors, paradoxically, are professional deceivers, to Hamlet they seem more trustworthy than almost anyone else. Their relative powerlessness and dependence means that he can also comfortably treat them as friends: like Horatio, they are too impotent to pose any threat, so he can relax with them in ways he can't with most others. He can even joke with them about their not being friends (2.2.420), while his generally friendly treatment of them, and particularly his teasing of the younger players, winningly demonstrates his underlying capacity for real affection and generosity. In such scenes, as in those with Horatio, we glimpse Hamlet's normal character. We see who he has been (and is capable of being) when unburdened. We see a Hamlet whose capacity for affection makes him seem, in turn, eminently lovable.
Another reason Hamlet can relax with the players is that they are openly suitors. They obviously seek favor and money, without hidden motives. Paradoxically, he can welcome them as friends partly because he knows they need employment, and their abandonment by their own former friends (and paying customers) makes them even more dependent on friendly patrons. Given the actors' importance to the larger friendship theme, therefore, it hardly seems surprising that the chief player's speech deals so explicitly with open hatred (2.2.464-51 4). 14 The familiar lines stir tearftil compassion even in the actor, and his empathy with the sufferings of long-dead, fictional persons seems particularly striking when ironically followed by Polonius' s smug intention to treat the players "according to their desert" (2.2.523). Hamlet's wonderful response -"God's bodkin, man, much better. Use every man after his desert, and who shall scape whipping? Use them after your own honour and dignity . . ." (2.2.524-25) 1 1 0 Friendship in Hamlet -memorably encapsulates two chief p ship: charity and the Golden Rule.
Polonius for being insufficiently frien seems to realize) an implicit rebuke t mercilessly mocked the old man earl players, "look you mock him not" (2 the explicit references to friendship concludes (2.2.530-31, 540), help emph theme.
2.2, one of the play's longest and most interesting scenes, is in fact particularly significant to the friendship theme, which is soon sounded again. As Hamlet commences another lonely soliloquy, he upbraids himself for being incapable (unlike the player) of true compassion for another's sufferings, especially those of his own father. Yet he also reveals one reason he has not already avenged his father's death: he is not yet sure whether the ghost is a true friend or a tempting foe (2.2.594-600). Like all of us, in short, he confronts the problem of interpretation, of trying to determine whether another's apparently beneficent motives are truly friendly or not.
VI
Just as friendship had surfaced explicitly in 2.2, so it arises again in 3.3, when the long-absent Horatio reenters. Significantly, he appears just as Rosencrantz and Guildenstern (whom Hamlet now considers false friends) are leaving (3.2.52). This juxtaposition seems deliberate: Shakespeare faced no need to bring Rosencrantz and Guildenstern back so briefly (especially with Polonius, whom Hamlet also considers no friend) unless to contrast them with Horatio, whom the prince greets enthusiastically. He is answered, in turn, with more obvious affection and less formality than Horatio has previously used (3.2.52-55). Clearly their friendship has deepened, as Hamlet confirms in a speech centrally important to the friendship theme.15 Horatio has humbly offered "service" (3.2.53), but Hamlet instead extols him as being "e'en as just a man/ As e'er my conversation cop' d withal" (3.2.54-55). "Just" can imply that Horatio is not only personally ideal and well-balanced but is also a perfect human. In all these senses Hamlet's praise looks back both to his earlier commendation of mankind (at 2.2.303-08) and to the moderation he had just been celebrating when instructing an actor Hamlet's extended praise of Horatio amounts, in effect, to another soliloquy. It thus helps intensify (almost as much by form as content) our sense of Horatio as Hamlet's true friend, a man with whom (and to whom) he can speak frankly. To no one else has Hamlet earlier spoken so intensely, for so long, about matters so obviously important -except to himself. His praise of Horatio even recalls the soliloquy in which he had wondered whether it was "nobler in the mind to suffer/ The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune . . ." (3. 1. 57-58 down, you mark his favourite flies" makes friends of enemies" so that "w lack a friend,/ And who in want a ho rectly seasons him his enemy" (3.2. 19 The taut syntax mimics the quick mut the sudden shifts between total opposi such changes are. Similarly intrigu "needs": in one sense the word suggests will never lack friends, but in another s ever doesn't need a friend will always ha ing suggests superficiality on both sid merely a matter of need. Here as in ot of the play-within seems more subtle th Thus "hollow" nicely suggests an inner without, while "seasons" perverts the tions of that word. When false friend language used to discuss it seems perve Ambiguity of a different sort arises w sets Claudius, Hamlet exults with Hora "Damon dear" (3.2.275). When editors g they usually assume that "Damon" all conventional pastoral literature. Even gest a close friendship between Hamlet possibility is that "Damon" might a Significantly, Hamlet converses mostly here with Guildenstern, from whom the prince has always seemed more distant than from Rosencrantz. Their quick, staccato, back-and-forth exchange underscores their mutual impatience, and Guildenstern soon feels Hamlet's contempt. Twice, seeking better treatment, he utters either a plea or a demand or both (3.2.300-01, 306-10). Yet because he and Rosencrantz represent Hamlet's mother, the unfriendly treatment they receive also amounts, in part, to sublimated rage at Gertrude. They, of course, cannot know this, and there seems genuine hurt in Rosencrantz' s stung comment, "My lord, you once did love me" (3.2.326). He now (ironically) shares the same emotions as Ophelia, and his plain-spoken sentence comes with all the more force after all the earlier edgy ambiguity. His comment can be read as pained, defiant, or both; it can seem at once an assertion of dignity, dependence, and pro-14-20).22 And Rosencra (4.2.13) self, and it is indeed friend and "infect" his "ear." When Laertes bursts in with a mob whom he courteously treats as friends (4.5.112-15) , Gertrude and Claudius themselves respond with friendship that seems partly genuine though mostly fake (4.5.116, 122, 125-27, 129, 137, 139) . Had the King responded with anger or force (as he might if Laertes had not come with so many friends), he probably would only have stirred up enmity. Instead, by responding with apparently calm friendship, he disarms his potential rival.
He cautions Laertes not to allow intended revenge to harm "both friend and foe," thereby prompting the young man to say that he seeks only his father's "enemies" and will welcome and reward his father's "friends" (4.5.142-47 Hamlet's decision to fight Laertes before the court shows, paradoxically, his public respect for the other man and willingness to treat him as an equal; their fencing will potentially help renew their bond. By dueling with Laertes, Hamlet seeks to make amends for their earlier public confrontation; at the same time, of course, by accepting the challenge he also helps display his selfrespect and protect (and repair) his reputation. Disciplined swordplay will ideally function, for both of them, as ritualized atonement (to each other and the court) for their earlier chaotic fight. Gertrude even wants Hamlet to offer Laertes an open show of friendship before they fight, and Hamlet's willingness to do so shows his own capacity for amity -both to her and to Laertes (5.2.202-04 The ambassadors' arrival and their news might seem an odd distraction or an obvious bit of irony, but perhaps this touch is Shakespeare's way of emphasizing, one last time, the theme of friendship and the enormous complexities that theme often involves. The closing reference to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern helps complicate any simple judgments we might wish to make. If we think of them as wronged friends, we must also think of them as Claudius's inadvertent tools. If we think of them as Hamlet's victims, we must also think of them as victims of Claudius and of fate. If we think of them as disposable fools whose deaths finally do not matter, we probably cheapen the play. We view Hamlet as a victim just as we hear of the old friends he has will be greatly missed but never One of the most valuable stud venerable study by Laurens J. erature and Stuart Drama (Bloo tensively from) all the standard of Morali Philosophie, which w printed in 1620. This text quic ideas about friendship (mostly b liefs that friendship is a "vertu things"; that "there is nothing gi dious"; that friendship makes "o in this world if a man may not t all worldly things"; that "where "true friend is more to be estee friendship, but when ... in [shou ing prosperity; that "friends ligh of a friend is much more grieu that there "is so little 6 In addition to the Arden note also found the following scholars eral and especially about the th Criticism (London: Routledge a Eternal Problem of Man (New
